Media Backgrounder (March 2017)

Red Alert for Label Rouge
- Lousy Label Goes Rogue

Read more via:
"Protest in Edinburgh - 16 March"
"Celebrate" 25 years of "international success of Scottish salmon"?!
"25 Reasons to Boycott Scottish Salmon"
"25 Years of Scottish Salmon Shame"

Summary:
- Label Rouge Scottish salmon is supplied by five companies (Cooke Aquaculture, Scottish
Sea Farms, Marine Harvest, The Scottish Salmon Company and Loch Duart).
- Label Rouge Scottish salmon production is about 8,000 tonnes a year (that's 5% of the
171,722 tonnes of Scottish farmed salmon produced in 2015) with France taking the bulk
followed by Germany and Switzerland and "interest in the Far East, especially Japan".
- Despite repeated requests, Label Rouge Scottish Salmon, their five suppliers and the
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisation refuse to provide of copy of the "very stringent set
of standards" which are "officially endorsed by the French Government".
- A 2007 report by WWF - "Benchmarking Study: Certification Programmes for Aquaculture
- Environmental Impacts, Social Issues and Animal Welfare" - did not even select Label
Rouge as there was "no transparency with regards to standard guidelines" and "no
information available on the standards with regard to sustainability".

- According to Label Rouge Scottish Salmon: "The Label Rouge is an official quality mark
granted by the French Ministry of Agriculture to those products demonstrating superior
quality, particularly in relation to taste. To achieve this level of quality, the production
standards are defined in an officially approved manual, including elements such as feed,
stocking density, farming time in fresh and sea waters, and fat content in the flesh."

- An assessment of eco-labels - "How green is your eco-label? Comparing the environmental
benefits of marine aquaculture standards" - published in 2011 ranked Label Rouge almost
dead last (i.e. red). "Label Rouge, for instance, does not - at least publicly - offer standards
for any of the 10 environmental impact areas," (including Antibiotics, Escapes, Sustainability
of Feed, Pathogens, Parasiticides, Copper-based Antifoulants and Ecological Energy) stated
the report by the University of Victoria.
- GAAIA managed to obtain a copy of the Label Rouge standard (LA 33/90) but only in
French (download a copy online here). "This manual is the property of SQS Ltd," warns the
first page of the document. "Any representation or reproduction in whole or in part may not
be made without the written consent of SQS Ltd."
- GAAIA asked for permission to reproduce the document but has not received a reply.
GAAIA feels that the public has a right to know what the Label Rouge standard requires or
more importantly what the standard does not require (especially if the European Union and
Scottish Government are using public funds for a "Label Rouge marketing campaign" to the
tune of £36,834.07). Please read extracts below and online here.
- A critique of the Label Rouge standard (LA 33/90) reveals that Scottish salmon must be
artificially coloured to number 26 on the SalmoFan (at a minimum) with up to 16% fat (that's
fattier than pizza!). Label Rouge's "very stringent set of standards" permit the use of toxic
chemicals, antibiotics and the killing of seals.

- A celebration of the "international success" of "sustainable" Scottish salmon to mark the
25th anniversary of Label Rouge Scottish salmon will take place in Edinburgh on 16 March.
Guests invited to the conference at the Macdonald Holyrood Hotel near the Scottish
Parliament and to a reception and dinner at Edinburgh Castle include the First Minister of
Scotland (who declined an invitation to be "guest of honour"), the Master Chefs of France,
and the Chief Executives of SEPA and Local Authorities across Scotland.
- A condemnation of 25 years of Scottish salmon farming "shame" will take place outside the
conference in Edinburgh on 16 March (read more via "Protest in Edinburgh - 16 March").
"Label Rouge Scottish salmon leaves a bad taste in the mouth," said Don Staniford, Director
of the Global Alliance Against Industrial Aquaculture. "This lousy label has gone rogue by
accrediting Scottish farmed salmon. Scottish salmon is infested with lice, doused in toxic
chemicals and artificial colourings, prescribed antibiotics, caged in cramped factory farms
and is dripping in the blood of hundreds of dead seals. Buyer beware of Scottish salmon with
a fake tan. Consumers should give Label Rouge the red card and immediately stop buying
Scottish salmon."

Watch a video message from Don Staniford online here
Read more via:
"Protest in Edinburgh - 16 March"
"Celebrate" 25 years of "international success of Scottish salmon"?!
"25 Reasons to Boycott Scottish Salmon"
"25 Years of Scottish Salmon Shame"
Contact: Don Staniford: 07771 541826 (dstaniford@gaaia.org)
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Label Rouge Scottish Salmon - supplied by Cooke Aquaculture, Scottish Sea Farms,
Marine Harvest, The Scottish Salmon Company and Loch Duart:
Fish Farming Expert reported in August 2016 that "around 7,500 tonnes (of farmed salmon)
are grown by 5 companies (Cooke Aquaculture, Scottish Sea Farms, Marine Harvest, The
Scottish Salmon Company and Loch Duart) in Scotland each year".
The Label Rouge web-site includes contact details for the 5 companies:

When contacted by GAAIA for specific details on which sites supplied Label Rouge salmon,
only Loch Duart gave an answer:
From: Jane Anne Mackie [mailto:janeanne@lochduart.com]
Sent: 07 February 2017 12:52
To: Don Staniford
Subject: RE: Label Rouge sites in Scotland?
Dear Don
I provide a response below – which given its sensitive commercial nature I offer in
confidence.
Loch Duart’s approach to our fish husbandry currently enables us to meet the Label Rouge
standard across all of our farms – however the number of fish we sell through the Label
Rouge brand in any one season varies quite considerably. The spread over the past few years
would be c 1000 – 1500 tonnes.

I hope that answers your query.
Regards
Jane Anne

Jane Anne Mackie, Sales Supervisor, Loch Duart Ltd
Fish Farming Expert reported in February 2016: "Scottish LR production is about 8,000
tonnes a year – up by about 30% in the last 10 years – and between 6,000 and 6,500 tonnes of
this goes to France, although there is increasing interest in other markets such as Germany,
Switzerland and the Far East".
Pierre Maurage, from the Label Rouge Scottish Salmon (LRSS) Promotion Board told Fish
Farming Expert in July 2015:
"Production is about 8,000 tonnes a year and we estimate that between 6,000 and 6,500
tonnes of this comes to France. Salmon imports into France from all origins and types totalled
157,000 tonnes in 2014, so LRSS accounts for a market share of about 4%."
In answer to the question "Do Label Rouge fish have to be grown to a more exacting
standard?" Pierre Maurage replied:
"The Label Rouge is an official quality mark granted by the French Ministry of Agriculture to
those products demonstrating superior quality, particularly in relation to taste. To achieve this
level of quality, the production standards are defined in an officially approved manual,
including elements such as feed, stocking density, farming time in fresh and sea waters, and
fat content in the flesh. Label Rouge is the only quality mark implying an obligation of
results in terms of superior quality and taste".
Cooke Aquaculture, one of the five companies farming Label Rouge salmon, points to two
sites in Scotland (one in Orkney and one in Shetland):

When asked which particular sites supplied Label Rouge, Cooke Aquaculture replied that:
"We are farming salmon according to the LR specifications in various sites in Shetland and
Orkney islands, as described on the map". However, they have failed to name the sites and
failed to respond to a follow-up enquiry.
From: Marie McAleese [mailto:Marie.McAleese@cookeaqua.com]
Sent: 08 February 2017 14:33
To: Don Staniford; Enquiries
Cc: Nell Halse; Chuck Brown
Subject: RE: Label Rouge sites in Scotland?
Hi Don,
We are farming salmon according to the LR specifications in various sites in Shetland and
Orkney islands, as described on the map.
If you require further information, please contact our PR director in Canada: Nell Halse.
(nhalse@cookeaqua.com).
Best regards
Marie

Marie Maurel McAleese
Business Development Manager
Cooke Aquaculture Scotland
Willow House, Kestrel View, Strathclyde Business Park, Bellshill, Scotland ML4 3PB United
Kingdom
T +44 (0)1698534630

Cooke Aquaculture's Label Rouge web-page also includes:

Scottish Sea Farms boast on their web-site that they were "awarded the internationally
acclaimed Label Rouge award in recognition of its superior quality, particularly in relation to
taste".

However, Scottish Sea Farms are more coy about their appalling environmental and public
health track record and superior role in killing seals which leaves a bad taste in the mouth.

The Label Rouge web-page of the Scottish Salmon Company - who were only accredited to
supply Label Rouge salmon in 2014 - merely states:

"It gained Label Rouge accreditation in 2014 and has developed this range into its flagship
export offering," proclaimed a Confederation of British Industry press release showcasing the
Scottish Salmon Company in February 2017. "Label Rouge is a stringent food quality
assurance scheme administered by the French authorities which recognises superior
products. In 1992, Scottish salmon was the first fish and the first non-French product to be
awarded the accolade. To have such a ringing endorsement from the world’s other food nation
is a priceless opportunity for Scotland".

During a visit of the Master Chefs of France in October 2016 to the lice-ridden operations of
the Scottish Salmon Company in Loch Fyne, the SSPO claimed that the Label Rouge Scottish
salmon was accredited to "a very stringent set of standards":

However the "very stringent set standards" (see later in this document for a critique of the
Label Rouge standards) do not prohibit the killing of seals, the use of toxic chemicals such as
Azamethiphos and Emamectin benzoate, the use of antibiotics such as Oxytetracyline, the use
of artificial colourings such as Canthanthin (E161g), breaches of environmental pollution,
breaches of lice infestation levels, contamination with cancer-causing chemicals or infectious
diseases such as Amoebic Gill Disease (read more via "25 Reasons to Boycott Scottish
Salmon").
The Sunday Herald reported on their front page (26 February 2017):

The 45 lochs contaminated by toxic chemicals are the home of "The Filthy Five" - the Label
Rouge suppliers Marine Harvest, Cooke Aquaculture, Scottish Sea Farms, Scottish Salmon
Company and Loch Duart (read more in the "Appendix: The Filthy Five" at the end of this
report).

The data obtained from the Scottish Environment Protection Agency via Freedom of
Information showed over 130 breaches of SEPA's Environmental Quality Standards for the
toxic chemicals Emamectin benzoate and Teflubenzuron since 2001. The worst
contamination (measured in terms of a breach of the EQS) was Marine Harvest's salmon farm
in Loch Shell, Harris, which breached the EQS for Teflubenzuron by a staggering 527 times
in January 2012 and Loch Duart's Badcall salmon farm in Eddrachillis Bay, Highland, which
breached the EQS for Teflubenzuron by a staggering 500 times in December 2012. Scottish
Sea Farms breached the EQS for Teflubenzuron at their Teisti Geo in Clift Sound, Shetland,
by 385 times in 2013.
In terms of breaches of the EQS for Emamectin benzoate the worst salmon farm was Spelve
A (Balure) operated by Scottish Sea Farms on the Isle of Mull which breached the EQS by 15
times in June 2016. Marine Harvest's salmon farm at Duich in Loch Duich (a Special Area of
Conservation) breached the EQS by 8 times in February 2016.

Read more via Press Release: "Toxic Toilets: Salmon Farms Pollute Scotland's Lochs"
'Celebration' of 25 years of "high quality, sustainable salmon" - 16 March in
Edinburgh:
The Scottish Salmon Producers Organisation (SSPO) claim on their web-site:

To mark the 25 year anniversary of the Label Rouge certification, the SSPO is organising a
'celebration' in Edinburgh on 16 March. As an antidote to the salmon schmoozefest, the
Global Alliance Against Industrial Aquaculture, Save Our Seals and Animal Concern is
organising a protest outside the event and a press conference.
SSPO have invited the Chief Executives of local authorities approving salmon farm
expansion (the industry, supported by the Scottish Government, plan to double aquaculture by
2030 - which could mean over 80 new salmon farms).
Here's an invitation (obtained via Freedom of Information) to the Chief Executive of Orkney
Islands Council to a 'celebration' of 25 years of "the international success of Scottish
salmon":

Here's another invitation (also obtained via Freedom of Information) to the Chief Executive
of Argyll & Bute Council to "celebrate the renowned production of high quality, sustainable
salmon":

The Chief Executive and Chair of the Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) have
also been invited (read their invitations online here and online here) - with representatives
sent on their behalf to the conference.
Documents obtained via FOI from the Scottish Government reveal that the SSPO also invited
the Cabinet Secretary for Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform:

The Deputy First Minister of Scotland:

The First Minister of Scotland was also invited to be "guest of honour" at the evening's
reception and dinner at Edinburgh Castle - but politely declined:

The Deputy First Minister of Scotland also declined but his diary secretary stated that
"Scottish salmon is undoubtedly world class which should be celebrated":

Scottish salmon is world class for sure!

Label Louse Goes Rogue:
GAAIA believes that there is no reason to celebrate Scottish salmon - indeed there are "25
Reasons to Boycott Scottish Salmon" and there has been "25 Years of Scottish Salmon
Shame".

With endemic infectious disease problems and lice infestations killing farmed salmon as well
as spreading to wild fish, this rogue label should be renamed Label Louse.

The image presented by the Saumon Ecossais web-site is far removed from the shocking
reality over the last 25 years.

Claims of "sustainable production" and "respectful" environmental and welfare priorities do
not bear close scrutiny.

A cursory look at the Label Rouge standard (LA 33/90) reveals that Scottish salmon must be
artificially coloured to number 26 on the SalmoFan (at a minimum) with up to 16% fat (that's
fattier than pizza!).

"You have to credit the people who sell Scottish farmed salmon. They deserve their awards
— for marketing," wrote Charles Clover The Sunday Times in 2012.

"I must also tell you that the moon is made of cheese and that there is a small bar in
Memphis, Tennessee, where a heavily disguised Elvis Presley sneaks in sometimes to sing.
What persuaded us to believe the claims made for Scottish salmon?" continued Clover.
Any sceptics out there should read the sea lice data published quarterly by the Scottish
Salmon Producers Organisation - read and weep at the rising levels of lice infestation on
Scottish salmon farms:

The data shows lice infestation at Label Rouge suppliers including Marine Harvest (which
were over seven times the lice threshold in 2015) and the Scottish Salmon Company (which
were over 20 times the lice threshold at sites in Loch Fyne in 2015).

"Label Rouge Scottish salmon welcomes Master Chefs of France," boasted a press release
issued by the SSPO in October 2016 during a visit to the Scottish Salmon Company's liceridden operations in Loch Fyne.

French chefs and buyers beware - the Label Rouge scheme is a rogue label.

Instead of promoting and eating Label Rouge Scottish salmon people should be boycotting it!

Alerte Rouge Sur Le Saumon:
Writing in Fly Fishing & Fly Tying magazine in 2014, award-winning author and campaigner
Bruce Sandison wrote:

Watch French TV ask "Salmon: is it toxic?" online here

The French newspaper Le Monde reported "Red Alert on Salmon":

Read more via:
"Alerte rouge sur le saumon"
"Les secrets du saumon d’élevage"

France 3 reported in November 2016: "Red Card For Organic Salmon"

The French newspaper Le Figaro linked to the TV report:

Red Card for Scottish Salmon:
In view of the host of problems - in particular lice infestations - GAAIA believes that a red
alert should be issued on Scottish salmon.

GAAIA is not alone in giving Scottish salmon a red card. An assessment of eco-labels "How green is your eco-label? Comparing the environmental benefits of marine aquaculture
standards" - published in 2011 by the University of Victoria ranked Label Rouge 'red' (i.e.
avoid) with a zero score!

The full report - online here - includes:
"While many eco-labels have won consumer confidence, an alarming number of the
standards do not address several major impact categories. Label Rouge, for instance, does not
— at least publicly — offer standards for any of the 10 environmental impact areas assessed
by GAPI".

Another 2007 report by WWF - "Benchmarking Study: Certification Programmes for
Aquaculture - Environmental Impacts, Social Issues and Animal Welfare" - did not even
review Label Rouge because there was "no information available on the standards with
regard to sustainability".

Not Up to Standard:
Despite repeated requests from GAAIA to the SSPO, Label Rouge and the companies
supplying Scottish salmon via the Label Rouge scheme no copy of the certification scheme
was made available.
"To obtain this recognition [Label Rouge], a very stringent set of standards prepared by a
group of producers must be approved," claimed the SSPO in October 2016. "These standards

establish the criteria which the product must meet throughout the production chain, including
farming techniques, feed, processing and distribution".
The Label Rouge web-site does however refer to a "quality manual for Label Rouge LA
33/90":

A copy (in French) of Label Rouge LA 33/90 was tracked down online here:

"This manual is the property of SQS Ltd," warns the first page of the document. "Any
representation or reproduction in whole or in part may not be made without the written
consent of SQS Ltd."
GAAIA has asked for permission to reproduce the document but feels that the public has a
right to know what the Label Rouge standard requires (especially if the European Union and
Scottish Government are funding a "Label Rouge marketing campaign" to the tune of
£36,834.07).
Here's a few pages - with the first (page 18) stating that the minimum colour is #26 on the
SalmoFan (for more on the SalmoFan and artificial colourings please read online here) and
the fat content should be up to 16%:

The use of artificial colourings to dye the flesh of farmed salmon a deeper shade of red
(research has shown that consumers buy with their eyes and pay more for redder salmon) is
just one of the many reasons why..........

The Label Rouge standards also permit the use of toxic chemicals (p11):

Here's a rough translation (via Google Translate):
"Each breeding farm has a qualified and experienced veterinarian who advice on fish health
and welfare. Veterinary medicinal products and veterinary treatments authorized under the
label program Red No. LA 33-90 are identified in the SQS Ltd Explanatory Note on
medicinal products and treatments. After consultation with the representatives of the
Pharmaceutical companies and other suppliers of authorized medicines, this note is being day.
Specific and complete information on the use of medicines and are recorded and the registers
are made available for the checks."
And here's another reference in the standards to the use of toxic chemicals (p12):

Here's a rough translation (via Google Translate):
"Each breeding farm has a qualified and experienced veterinarian who advice on fish health
and welfare. In cases where the designated veterinarian considers that the use of medicinal
necessary for the treatment of fish, only authorized veterinary medicinal products are used.
The authorized veterinary medicinal products are identified in the Explanatory Note on
medicines and treatments approved by SQS Ltd."
An 'Explanatory & Contextual Note' provided by the industry's Code of Good Practice
includes:

For details on the cocktail of chemicals given to Scottish salmon - as well as other reasons to
give it a wide berth - please read "25 Reasons to Boycott Scottish Salmon".

The marketing for Label Rouge Scottish salmon highlights 'welfare' claiming that: "Careful
monitoring, a balanced diet to satisfy the natural requirements of the fish and, above all, an
environment respectful of their needs ensure the sustainable production of a high quality
salmon".

Yet the Label Rouge quality mark does not even begin to tackles the issues of environmental
sustainability. Moreover, the recent mass mortalities of farmed salmon due to the
Thermolicer and poisoning by Hydrogen Peroxide - both lethal incidents taking place at
salmon farms operated by Label Rouge accredited Marine Harvest - raises serious question
marks about salmon welfare.

Read more via:
Compassion in World Farming: "Scottish salmon farms pour chemicals on parasites"
Compassion in World Farming: "Scottish intensive salmon farming plumbs new depths"

Scottish Government support for Label Rouge marketing campaign:
Please note that a Scottish Government press release (20 February 2017) referred to various
awards - including the following award in January 2017:

Fish Farming Expert reported (21 February 2017): "Perth-based Scottish Quality Salmon is
set to benefit from an award of £36,834 to assist in a Label Rouge Scottish salmon marketing
campaign."
The financial backing of the Scottish Government to the tune of £9,208.52 is not surprising
given their support for Scottish salmon farming. Here's the Minister for Environment
speaking in 2011:

And here's the then First Minister of Scotland, Alex Salmond, promoting Label Rouge
Scottish salmon in 2011:

The article continued:

GAAIA believes that the image used to market Label Rouge Scottish salmon is misleading:

In view of the industry's ongoing problems and public relations disaster, a darker and more
menacing image is more appropriate:

Scottish Salmon' Seal of Disapproval:
"The French government accredits the Label Rouge status only to the best food, including the
top-rated Scottish salmon, meaning the most discerning of diners will demand it," gushed The
Scotsman in a puff-piece promoting Label Rouge in 2012. "But the quality can only be
enjoyed if it is delivered; hence the long journey, made as quickly as possible, to grace the
tables of Paris with this top Scottish export," continued the article which show-cased Label
Rouge supplier Scottish Sea Farms and their processing plant at South Shian.

.

"The delivery starts far from the world of city-centre restaurants," continued the May 2012
article. "The Sound of Mull is enjoying an early summer as a calm sea reflects the glow of a
soft evening sun, surrounded by the rugged mountains of Morvern. Ronja Skye, a specially
designed vessel known as a well boat, is beginning its work at a fish farm on the water. Using
a large pipe, it is literally vacuuming up the salmon and seawater into tanks on the decks. Still
alive, the fish are taken towards the shore and a pontoon stretching out on to Loch Creran
which holds another pipe. Early the next morning the fish are moved into this and forced by
the flow of water to swim into the South Shian processing plant operated by Scottish Sea
Farms north of Oban".

"A Scottish fish farming plant, whose workers complained of a mystery illness, had been
reprimanded by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for "serious violations" of food
safety rules on pesticides in salmon," reported The Sunday Herald in October 2012.

"A processing plant at Connel, in Argyll, which is run by Scottish Sea Farms, was warned by
the FDA in March that it was in breach of US federal regulations," continued The Sunday
Herald. "Your firm's aquaculture farmed salmon appear to be adulterated," the FDA said, "in
that the products have been prepared, packed, or held under conditions whereby they may
have been rendered injurious to health."
"Staff at Scottish Sea Farms site in Connel, left their posts on October 11 after feeling ill and
coughing and vomiting," reported Fish Update in October 2012. "One Scottish Sea Farms
employee, who did not wish to be named, said the sickness had been ongoing for ‘two to
three’ weeks."

For more details read: "Salmon Farming is Sickening: FDA warning for "adulterated"
Scottish farmed salmon "injurious to health""
In March 2012, the Food & Drug Administration (FDA) warned Scottish Sea Farms
following inspection failures at the same processing plant in South Shian, Connel. "Your
firm’s aquaculture farmed salmon appear to be adulterated, in that the products have been
prepared, packed, or held under conditions whereby they may have been rendered injurious to
health," warned the FDA's Division of Enforcement.

Read more via "FDA Health Warning for Scottish Farmed Salmon"
The Scotsman failed to report on the FDA warning (which must have slipped the mind of the
management at Scottish Sea Farms) and it was two years too early to report on the death of a
humpback whale killed in a salmon farm operated by Scottish Sea Farms in the Sound of
Mull.
"A young humpback whale found drowned off the coast of Mull died after swimming into a
fish farm, vets believe," reported The Press & Journal in 2014. "The animal was found dead
beneath the nets of a salmon pen."

Read more via "Salmon Farming Kills Whales" and "Humpback Whale Post Mortem
Suggests Entanglement in Salmon Farm"
The killing of marine mammals is just one of the "25 Reasons to Boycott Scottish Salmon" and Scottish Sea Farms and the other Label Rouge suppliers Marine Harvest, the Scottish
Salmon Company, Cooke Aquaculture and Loch Duart have racked up a significant death
count as the corpses of dead seals shot by salmon farms pile up around Scotland.

"The documents show that in 2013 and 2014 more than a third of Scotland’s 200 fish farms
shot at least one seal, with a total of 173 mammals killed," reported The Sunday Times in
2015 following a ruling by the Scottish Information Commissioner forcing the disclosure of
the names of salmon farms killing seals. "Of these, 56 were executed by Scottish Seafarms,
which supplies salmon to Marks & Spencer. Hjaltland Seafarms/Grieg Seafood shot 36, and
The Scottish Salmon Company killed 23. Data returned by fish farms suggest that very few
seal carcasses are ever recovered."

"So now Scottish Sea Farms, which supplies Lochmuir-branded salmon to Marks and
Spencer, can be named as the company that has killed the most seals since 2013," reported
The Sunday Herald in 2015.

The latest data on the killing of seals by salmon farms reveals the following deaths in 2016:

Read more details on Scotland's serial seal killers online here.
"In order for farmed Scottish salmon to receive accreditations such as the RSPCA’s Freedom
Food or the Label Rouge in France – salmon is the first non-French product to receive that
accolade – a gun can only be used as a last resort when seals are causing a problem," reported
The Scotsman in 2012. "Before Dave picks up his high-powered rifle, a string of deterrents
have to be in place. These include ensuring the strengthened circular nets – which form the
cage to hold the salmon – are weighted down 16 metres below the surface, making them hard
to penetrate. In addition, a screen is placed around the bottom, so any dead fish cannot be
seen by seals – these fish, along with waste is removed every two days using a giant vacuum
cleaner. Divers are also deployed every fortnight to check for any holes in the nets. Sonar
devices – known as seal scarers – are also deployed. The sound can also affect dolphins,
porpoises and whales, so their use is regulated and recorded.
"If those measures don’t work, says Dave, they have to kill seals: “If all else fails you
unfortunately have to dispose of them, shoot them.” In practice, killing a seal is much like
deerstalking, with the overriding aim to get a clean kill. Dave says: “It is a patience game;
you aim for one clean safe shot so there is the minimum of stress to the animal. It is always a
head shot – it causes instant death.”
Read more via "Seal killing: A vital part of preserving Scottish salmon"
Sadly, Scotland's trigger-happy salmon farmers have interpreted 'last resort' rather loosely.

The Sunday Times reported in 2015:

Read more via "Scottish Salmon Blinded by Seal Killing"
Label Rouge suppliers - Marine Harvest, Scottish Sea Farms, the Scottish Salmon Company,
Cooke Aquaculture and Loch Duart - continue to kill seals.

Data published online by the Scottish Government for 2016 (up to October) reveals the
following seals killed by Label Rouge suppliers:
Marine Harvest: 17 dead seals
Hellisay FS1261 - 2 dead seals
Ornish FS0531 - 2 dead seals
Marulaig FS0865 - 1 dead seal
Eilean Grianain FS1176 - 1 dead seal
Isle Ewe FS0767 - 2 dead seals
Torridon FS0814 - 1 dead seal
Greshornish FS0698 - 1 dead seal
Cairidh FS0252 - 2 dead seals
Linnhe FS0240 - 1 dead seal
Maol Ban FS0519 - 1 dead seal
Maol Ban FS0839 - 1 dead seal
Creag an t Sagairt FS0605 - 1 dead seal
Kingairloch FS0241 - 1 dead seal
Scottish Sea Farms: 11 dead seals
Shapinsay FS0602 - 2 dead seals
Bight of Bellister, Dury Voe FS1274 - 2 dead seals
Vidlin North FS0299 - 1 dead seal
Slocka Ronas Voe FS0621 - 3 dead seals
Fiunary FS0696 - 1 dead seal
Kishorn West FS0340 - 1 dead seal

Loch Spelve (A) FS0708 - 1 dead seal
Cooke Aquaculture: 8 dead seals
Ouseness FS1209 - 5 dead seals
Djubawick FS0656 - 1 dead seal
Winna Ness FS0871 - 1 dead seal
Stead of Aithness FS0637 - 1 dead seal
Loch Duart: 6 dead seals
Sound of Harris FS0065 - 5 dead seals
Loch Carnan FS1280 - 1 dead seal
Scottish Salmon Company: 2 dead seals
Taranaish FS0853 - 1 dead seal
Gometra FS1267 - 1 dead seal
How many of these dead seals were killed at Label Rouge accredited salmon farms?

Download seal killing data (2011-2016) published by the Scottish Government online here

Read more via "Cecil the Seal Killers Named & Shamed in Scotland - Call for Boycott of
"Seal Unfriendly" Scottish Salmon"
Master Chefs of France Led A Merry Dance:
Quelle horreur - the Master Chefs of France are shamefully promoting Label Rouge Scottish
salmon!

"Label Rouge Scottish salmon welcomes Master Chefs of France," boasted a press release
issued by the SSPO in October 2016 during a visit to the Scottish Salmon Company's liceridden operations in Loch Fyne.

French chefs supporting Label Rouge Scottish salmon include Christian Têtedoie, President
of the Master Chefs of France, who seems to be on an increasingly slippery slope:

Here's French 'Master Chef' Christophe Prudhomme holding up high a Label Rouge Scottish
salmon:

Watch a video of French chefs promoting Label Rouge Scottish salmon online here:

Perhaps Monsieur Collan should be asking what the salmon are fed? If he wants to know the
answer - which includes artificial colourings and a feed contaminated in cancer-causing
chemicals and which may soon contain chicken and pig products - he should read "25
Reasons to Boycott Scottish Salmon".

Monsieur Rougier may be a bit red-faced to find out that the whole ecosystem around
Scottish salmon farms is contaminated with the toxic chemicals Teflubenzuron and
Emamectin benzoate.
Here's the 45 Scottish lochs (including Loch Fyne where the Master Chefs of France visited)
contaminated by Label Rouge suppliers including Marine Harvest, the Scottish Salmon
Company, Loch Duart and Scottish Sea Farms:

Read more via "Toxic Toilets: Salmon Farms Pollute Scotland's Lochs" and Front Page of
Sunday Herald: "Revealed: Scandal of 45 Lochs Trashed by Pollution"

The promotional video also includes French chef Michel Philibert claiming that "Scottish
farmed salmon is a lot healthier, finer and leaner".

Monsieur Philibert should read "25 Reasons to Boycott Scottish Salmon" and he would
realise that farmed salmon is not only fatty and unhealthy but it is contaminated with cancercausing chemicals not to mention artificial colourings, infectious diseases and sea lice.

The Master Chefs of France and the French Government who endorse Label Rouge Scottish
salmon should also take the time to read "25 Years of Scottish Salmon Shame" - including:

Nearly two decades after the illegal use of toxic chemicals at Scottish salmon farms, we now
have state-sponsored toxic pollution and a sea lice crisis:

Here's a Tweet from award-winning food writer Joanna Blythman:

Here's Joanna Blythman's article published recently in The Grocer:

Appendix: The Filthy Five

Here's data obtained from the Scottish Environment Protection Agency on the use of toxic
chemicals, mass mortalities and exceedances of SEPA's biomass limits by the five companies
supplying Label Rouge Scottish salmon (Cooke Aquaculture, Scottish Sea Farms, Marine
Harvest, The Scottish Salmon Company and Loch Duart).

Here's the top 20 biggest uses of the toxic chemicals Azamethiphos and Emamectin benzoate
- dominated by Label Rouge suppliers Marine Harvest, Scottish Sea Farms, the Scottish
Salmon Company and Cooke Aquaculture:

Here's the top 20 biggest mortalities - again dominated by Label Rouge suppliers:

[Mortalities on Scottish salmon farms now stand at 10 million farmed salmon per year
weighing in at 20,000 tonnes - that's a staggering mortality rate of 23.7%!]
And here's the top 20 biomass exceedances - again dominated by Label Rouge suppliers:

Download all the data as an Excel spreadsheet online here
Read more via "Press Release: Scottish Salmon's Lethal Legacy" and "The Sunday Times:
"Salmon industry toxins soar by 1000 per cent""

In fact, since 2002 there have been over 858 biomass exceedances totalling 74,284 tonnes
with Marine Harvest alone accounting for 24,539 tonnes of exceedances:

Read more via "Recipe for Ruin - SEPA Lifts Limits on Salmon Farms"
The same story is illustrated by looking at the use of the corrosive industrial bleach Hydrogen
Peroxide - once again dominated by Label Rouge suppliers. Here's the top 20 salmon farms
using Hydrogen Peroxide in 2015 - including over 1 million litres at one lice-infested Marine
Harvest salmon farm in Loch Torridon:

Download the SEPA data (2002-2015) as an Excel spreadsheet online here
Read more via "Sky-Rocketing Chemical Use on Scottish Salmon Farms" and "The Sunday
Times: "Record chemical use ‘of concern’ to salmon giant""
The use of antibiotics is also dominated by Label Rouge suppliers - predominantly Marine
Harvest who accounted for 87% of all antibiotics used (2002-2015) with Loch Duart, Scottish

Seafarms and Cooke Aquaculture also featuring in the list (the Scottish Salmon Company
reported zero antibiotic use):

Aquatet (Oxytetracycline) was used by 101 salmon farms - here's the top 20 biggest users
(Marine Harvest accounts for 19 out of the top 20):

Read more via "Antibiotic-ridden Scottish salmon" and "Press & Journal: "Fish 'hooked on
chemicals'""

On 26 February 2017, GAAIA also published other documents obtained from SEPA via FOI
which revealed:
- almost a fifth (18%) of marine salmon farms were classified by SEPA as failing and
responsible for "at least one significant breach"
- Label Rouge supplier Marine Harvest is the worst operator with 13 "failing" salmon farms
in 2015 (that's 27% of the 49 marine salmon farms it operates)
- 2015 is the worst year with 51 marine salmon farms rated as "poor" (up from 37 in 2014)
- The 16 worst salmon farms included four sites operated by Cooke Aquaculture, four by the
Scottish Salmon Company, three by Grieg Seafood, three by Marine Harvest, one by Scottish
Seafarms and one by Wester Ross Fisheries
Read press release and media backgrounder via "Failing Fish Farms - 18% rated "poor" by
SEPA in 2015"
Data on non-compliances of chemical residues in sediment under salmon farms included:
2015:
Marine Harvest:

2014:
Marine Harvest:

2013:
Marine Harvest:

Loch Duart:

Loch Duart:

2012:
Loch Duart:

Marine Harvest:

2011:
Loch Duart:

This data is posted online via SEPA's disclosure log (F0187239.
In summary, the five companies supplying Label Rouge Scottish salmon have a world class
record in terms of toxic chemical use, lice infestations, infectious diseases, mass mortalities,
pollution and the killing of seals.

For more background read: "25 Reasons to Boycott Scottish Salmon" and "25 Years of
Scottish Salmon Shame".

Marine Harvest:

Marine Harvest's track record in Scotland is appalling. In 2006, Marine was named by the
Sunday Herald as one of "Scotland's Dirty Dozen" and "the worst pollution manager in
Scotland in 2005":

In 2009, Marine Harvest was named by the Sunday Herald as one of "Scotland's Dirty Three
Dozen".
The Stornoway Gazette reported:

Pollution cases involving Marine Harvest include:

It is not surprising that Marine Harvest is the biggest user of toxic chemicals (all except
Teflubenzuron) and has the most mortalities and biomass exceedances as shown by data
obtained from SEPA:

The Guardian reported in 2013:

Marine Harvest's Loch Leven salmon farm is featured in the publicity for Label Rouge
Scottish salmon:

Marine Harvest's Loch Leven salmon also features twice in the Top 20 list of biomass
exceedances (i.e. in terms of breaches of SEPA's limits).

Data published online by the Scottish Government for 2016 (up to October) reveals 17 seals
killed by Marine Harvest:

Watch a video report asking Marine Harvest to stop killing seals online here:

In 2008, the FDA issued an "Enforcement Report" and recall for Marine Harvest Scotland's
farmed salmon due to contamination with petroleum:

"Marine Harvest Scotland (Ltd), the fish supplier, said the diesel may have come from a well
boat used to transport the fish from a farm to a processing plant," reported Breaking News in
February 2008. "In a statement, Marine Harvest said: “Some batches of salmon from Marine
Harvest Scotland, harvested in early February, have a risk of a petroleum taint causing an
unpleasant taste."

Scottish Sea Farms:

Data published online by the Scottish Government for 2016 (up to October) reveals 11 seals
killed Scottish Sea Farms:
Shapinsay FS0602 - 2 dead seals
Bight of Bellister, Dury Voe FS1274 - 2 dead seals
Vidlin North FS0299 - 1 dead seal
Slocka Ronas Voe FS0621 - 3 dead seals
Fiunary FS0696 - 1 dead seal
Kishorn West FS0340 - 1 dead seal

Data obtained from the Scottish Environment Protection Agency reveals that Scottish Sea
Farms has used the most Teflubenzuron out of all salmon farming companies operating in
Scotland:

Here's the Scottish Sea Farm sites which used Teflubenzuron:

According to data released by SEPA, Scottish Sea Farms breached the EQS for
Teflubenzuron at their Teisti Geo in Clift Sound, Shetland, by 385 times in 2013. In 2015,
the use of Teflubenzuron was "withdrawn from the market after scientists found that that it
can leak into lochs and kill crabs, shrimps and lobsters".

In terms of breaches of the Environmental Quality Standards for Emamectin benzoate
(sourced from data obtained from SEPA via FOI) the worst salmon farm was Spelve A
(Balure) operated by Scottish Sea Farms on the Isle of Mull which breached the EQS by 15
times in June 2016 - with other Scottish Sea Farm sites appearing in the list of shame.

Scottish Salmon Company:

The Scottish Salmon Company's lice-ridden operations have been afflicted by
"unprecedented mortalities". BBC News reported in 2016:

BBC News reported in February 2017:

Salmon & Trout Conservation Scotland reported in 2015:

Read more via "Figures show sea-lice explosion in Loch Fyne and Loch Torridon salmon
farms in spring 2015"
The Press & Journal reported in June 2015:

Data published online via the Scotland's Aquaculture web-site reveals that the Scottish
Salmon Company had an escape of 300,000 farmed salmon in May 2016 from their farm at
Scadabay on the Isle of Harris:

More specific details are reported here:

Data published by the Scottish Government shows that the Scottish Salmon Company is a
serial seal killer. Watch a video report on the Scottish Seal Killers online here:

[

"The two worst sites - both slaughtering five seals - were Gometra, Isle of Mull (The Scottish
Salmon Company) and Sconser, Isle of Skye (Marine Harvest)," reported GAAIA in
November 2015. "An exclusive analysis by GAAIA of all the data made available by the
Scottish Government (i.e. for the first two quarters of 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012 and 2011)
reveals that nearly 700 seals have been killed by salmon farmers since 2011 when official
Scottish Government statistics were first collected. Scottish Seafarms (who exclusively
supply Marks & Spencer) are Scotland's worst serial killers with 150 dead seals followed by
Grieg Seafood Hjaltland (136 seals killed), the Scottish Salmon Company (128 seals killed)
and Marine Harvest (76 seals killed).

In 2012, GAAIA revealed Emamectin contamination of farmed salmon at the Scottish
Salmon Company's salmon farm in Lamlash Bay, Isle of Arran.

A follow up investigation by Marine Scotland included:

Read the dossier in full online here
Loch Duart:

Loch Duart's problems with sea lice infestation are well documented:

Read more via "Sea Lice ‘Out of Control’ at Loch Duart´s Salmon Farms" and "S&TCS asks
top chefs to examine the environmental record of salmon farmed by Loch Duart Ltd and
reconsider their endorsements"
Read a letter to chef Raymond Blanc in 2015 asking him to take Loch Duart farmed salmon
off the menu:

Salmon & Trout Conservation stated in a press release in 2015:

The Sunday Times reported in 2013:

Read more via "Listeria Contamination of Farmed Salmon"

According to data supplied by SEPA in 2012, Loch Duart was the fifth largest user of toxic
chemicals in Scottish salmon farming using a total of 89350.988g in the period 2008-2011 –
including 53490g of the organophosphate Azamethiphos; 23555.1g of the insecticide
Teflubenzuron, 5949.538g of the pesticide Emamectin benzoate; 3565.5g of the lobsterkilling Cypermethrin; and 2790.85g of the bath treatment Deltamethrin.

The use of toxic chemicals by Loch Duart included the following discharges into Loch
Laxford Special Area of Conservation of the toxic organophosphate Azamethiphos:

Read more via "Loch Duart - The Toxic Salmon Company"
Loch Duart has a long history of using toxic chemicals - here's an extract from the Pure
Salmon Campaign report "Scottish Farmed Salmon Exposed" (2008):

For more details read: "Loch Duart's 'Sustainable Salmon' Scam Exposed" - which includes:

Watch a video on "Loch Duart - the Toxic Salmon Company":

A press release - Fit for the Queen & Residents of Nova Scotia - Loch Duart’s ChlamydiaContaminated Salmon? - issued in 2012 by GAAIA revealed that:
"Data obtained via FOI from Marine Scotland in August 2012 (for the period April to July
2012) revealed the following diseases at Loch Duart’s operations in Lochmaddy:

In July 2012, following a FOI request, Marine Scotland also revealed that escapees from
Loch Duart’s operations in Lochmaddy in December 2011 had “some Amoebic Gill Disease”
(Read more via “Gill Diseases: Scottish Salmon’s Dirty Big Secret”)."

Loch Duart reported the following infectious diseases to the Scottish Government in 2007
(obtained via a FOI request from the Pure Salmon Campaign):

In 2006, Loch Duart also reported the following infectious diseases (obtained via FOI from
the Scottish Government):

Read more via Fishyleaks
For details on Chlamydia and other infectious diseases, pathogens and viruses lurking on
salmon farms read “Fish Farmageddon: The Infectious Salmon Aquacalypse”
In September 2012, the Salmon & Trout Association published damning data on how 68% of
Loch Duart’s farms were classified as “unsatisfactory” by the Scottish Environment
Protection Agency. Nick Joy, the Managing Director of Loch Duart, admitted to The Sunday
Times that some sites had “not been performing to our standards”. In 2010, Loch Duart also
refused the Scottish Government to publish audits claiming that “inaccurate critical reports
could destroy a company or business”.
Data obtained from SEPA via FOI reveals that Loch Duart was the biggest user of Panacur
(Fenbendazole) - described as "a broad spectrum benzimidazole anthelmintic used against
gastrointestinal parasites":

In view of Loch Duart's problems with sea lice, toxic chemicals and listeria (to name but
three), it may come as a surprise to learn that ALL of their farms are of a high enough
standard to meet the requirements of Label Rouge:
From: Jane Anne Mackie [mailto:janeanne@lochduart.com]
Sent: 07 February 2017 12:52
To: Don Staniford
Subject: RE: Label Rouge sites in Scotland?
Dear Don
I provide a response below – which given its sensitive commercial nature I offer in
confidence.
Loch Duart’s approach to our fish husbandry currently enables us to meet the Label Rouge
standard across all of our farms – however the number of fish we sell through the Label

Rouge brand in any one season varies quite considerably. The spread over the past few years
would be c 1000 – 1500 tonnes.
I hope that answers your query.
Regards
Jane Anne

Jane Anne Mackie, Sales Supervisor, Loch Duart Ltd
Cooke Aquaculture:

Cooke Aquaculture's marketing tag-line is "refusing to go with the flow". In Canada, that has
meant a fine of nearly half a million dollars in 2013 for "using illegal pesticides that killed
hundreds of lobsters".

Data obtained from SEPA reveals mass mortalities, biomass exceedances and use of toxic
chemicals at Cooke Aquaculture's salmon farms in Shetland and Orkney - here's the top 10
(i.e. worst sites) for mortalities and use of Emamectin benzoate:

Data obtained from SEPA via FOI on the use of antibiotics reveals that Cooke Aquaculture
was Scottish salmon farming's biggest user of Florocol (Florfenicol) accounting for four out
of the top seven uses:

Data published online by the Scottish Government for 2016 (up to October) reveals eight
seals killed by Cooke Aquaculture:
Ouseness FS1209 - 5 dead seals
Djubawick FS0656 - 1 dead seal
Winna Ness FS0871 - 1 dead seal
Stead of Aithness FS0637 - 1 dead seal

Data on every single salmon farm operating in Scotland is also available online via Scotland's
Aquaculture web-site

This data includes the following escape at Cooke Aquaculture's salmon farm at Swarta Skerry
in Shetland in 2016:

Cooke Aquaculture reported another escape of 154,569 farmed salmon from their Ness of
Copister site in Shetland in 2014:

And another escape of 26,623 farmed salmon in 2012:

